Improving the velocity tracking of cruise control system by using adaptive methods
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Abstract

Accurate and correct performance of controller in cruise control systems is important. Hence, in such systems, controller should optimize itself against noise and probable changes in system dynamic. As a matter of fact, in this article three approaches have been conducted to toward this purpose: MIT, direct estimation and indirect estimation. These approaches are used as controllers to track reference signal. First the performance of each of these three controllers is checked. Comparison of performances indicated better behavior for indirect estimation than others. Also, it has less sensitivity against external noise. Finally, by using indirect estimation method as an adaptive control approach, two parallel separate controllers are designed for two inputs, gas and braking, and their performances are compared with recent studies. It shows improvement in performance of adaptive cruise control system to track reference signal.
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Introduction

Because of increasing number of vehicles, traffic has gone to be jam and number of accidents have increased. So, many researchers have tried to use control algorithm in order to decrease accidents.

These researches cause revolutions in 'advanced driver assistant systems' (ADAS). About 90% of accidents are affected by the human error, poor judgment or distraction of driver or less perception about spot where vehicle is located [1]. Many car factories are inclined to control their products to prevent accident, so they have used 'adaptive cruise control' (ACC) in their expensive models and they have tried to use this controller in mid-range cost of their products. ACC is used to keep safe distance between vehicles [2, 3].

Before ACC, there was 'cruise control' (CC) which is used in luxury vehicles. Cruise control systems had been used to achieve the desired speed that was selected by driver. Cruise control was useful when the driver was driving in long and retired street but it was not intelligent. If there is an obstacle on the road, the controller can not change speed and collision occurs. Also, if the front vehicles reduce their speed the host driver must change desired speed. So, ACC was introduced to overcome these problems. In ACC systems, a sensor was used to detect front vehicle and estimate relative velocity between host velocities and front vehicle.

First challenge was designing such sensors to detect front vehicle in different weather and with the suitable accuracy. So, many technologies have been tried to take part in ACC systems developments.

But two of them are useful than other, millimeter-wave radar and light detection and ranging [4].

First generation of ACC was not useful because these models couldn’t adjust on braking system and it adjusted only on throttle. When the velocity of vehicles were under 30km/h the controller didn’t work well. Hence, when the traffic was going to be jam, the drivers couldn’t use these models of controllers. This was a defect of first generation of ACC systems [5]. Research on braking system which could
cooperate with ACC resulted in Stop & Go controller [6].

Based on performances, ACC can be divided to two part:

1. Safety: Means to keep safe distance between host and front vehicle by tracking signal reference in order to prevent collision.

2. Comfort: Controller designs commands which cause less acceleration as much as possible to keep safe distance.

ACC systems can be divided to many parts. One part is sensor; sensors collects information, such as distance and relative velocity between host and front vehicle. One of the most important parts of this controller is signal reference. To achieve signal reference we should consider:

1. Safety distance.
2. Relative speed for host vehicle.
3. Acceleration or deceleration for the host vehicle (If required).

In many researches like [7, 8] authors have designed controller to track acceleration and deceleration without considering initial condition. Such researches represent that the difference between signal reference and initial condition was very low when the controller had started, so their system was stable. If the difference between signal reference and initial condition is large, will result in collision.

In recent works, fuzzy controllers have been used to control speed of vehicle in cruise control. There are many approaches to design slave-loop controller, and fuzzy controller is one of the suitable choices in which [9] has been used to prevent collision. Because human logics can be converted into fuzzy rules easily. With fuzzy controller, acceleration and deceleration forces can model human behavior. It is the main advantage of this type of controller. However, fuzzy controller consists of three main types, fuzzifier, inference engine and defuzzifier. With membership functions, first real values in fuzzy controller will be converted to fuzzy values. Fuzzy values describe the intensity of real values in each membership that are between one and zero. In inference part, with some fuzzy rules, output fuzzy values are obtained. By defuzzifier part, this fuzzy values will be converted to output real values and output of fuzzy controller will be achieved. Selecting appropriate fuzzy membership function and their intervals can affect output of fuzzy controller that works. In [10] genetic algorithm has been used to optimize fuzzy membership functions and achieve acceptable intervals by considering both safety and comfort constraints. Another use of fuzzy controller is in [11], that reduces disturbance of transition between cruise and adaptive control. Also in [12], to achieve smoother acceleration and deceleration not to exceed safe relative distance, a fuzzy controller has been used.

In recent studies, neural network have been used too. For example, in [13], by obtaining difference values of real and reference signal, network was trained to produce proper acceleration and deceleration forces in several driving situation. In that research three neural networks, 'back propagation network' (BPN), 'radial basis network' (RBN) and 'generalized regression neural network' (GRNN) have been introduced to use as slave-loop controller in ACC systems. Investigated results of that research showed that BPN network works better in satisfying safety constraint and RBN works better in satisfying comfort constraint. There are some other approaches in design of slave-loop controller. [14] is one of them that used a supervised controller in ACC systems. Beside considering all types of mentioned controllers, PID (proportional integrated derivative) controller is more popular and practical in ACC systems, because of some advantages of this controller, such as simplicity in implementation, low noise, low sensitivity and attenuation of disturbance. Many studies such as [15, 8] used this type of controller in slave-loop controller of ACC systems.

Wheel friction of vehicles, changing the number of passenger and the amount of applied load in vehicles may cause changing in vehicles dynamic. Also, when the braking system of vehicle becomes old or by using it more than usual (because of hotness in it), it may cause changing in dynamic and transfer function. In cruise control systems, controller has the task to order appropriate command in order to track reference signal. However, probable changes in dynamic and transfer function of the system can cause problems for the designed control system and as a result irreparable damages will be emerged. Hence, in this article using adaptive methods to control adaptive cruise control systems is suggested and the performances of such systems are checked.

In the past, there were different approaches to control ACC systems, but adaptive control methods have not been used yet. In this article three adaptive method are suggested to control ACC systems: MIT, direct estimation and
indirect estimation. By checking the performances of these methods, it was found that indirect estimation method acts better in tracking reference signal. Also, it has less sensitivity against external noise. Hence, by using this method, two parallel separate controllers for two inputs, gas and braking, were designed and the performance of suggested method was checked. Comparison of that method with non-adaptive methods shows improvement in controller performance to track reference signal.

Reference signal

ACC models can be divided into three parts: 1) sensor 2) signal reference 3) desired acceleration or desired deceleration. One of the most important parts of ACC systems is to calculate the safe distance between vehicles. As a matter of fact, several approaches have been conducted towards this purpose. Some articles, [16, 17], have tried to determine safe distance by simulating imitating of human behavior in the time of making immediate decision, so the ACC produces more appropriate commands to achieve driver performance. Although this approach has its own advantages, it has been considered not to be safe due to uncontrollable driver’s behavior in the time which immediate respond is required. Another approach is time headway which is used by the driver and needs at least 2s to make appropriate reaction [18]. In this approach (2 − s headway rule) the relation of vehicle has been expressed by linear Eq. (1) and by comparing this value with distance between vehicles. The controller makes decision, only if the difference between these values is of significance. Subsequently, the controller will send commands to accelerate or decelerate and if there is not any vehicle in front of the host, the controller will send commands to achieve the desired speed that has been applied by driver.

\[
d_{safe} = T_{headway}V_{host} + d_{min} \quad (1)
\]

In Eq. (1), \(T_{headway}\) is the time which should be chosen for \(T_{headway}\) rule, and \(d_{min}\) explains the minimum distance between vehicles in the moment that the front vehicle is stopped. \(V_{host}\) also is the absolute velocity of host vehicle.

\(T_{headway}\) rule is one of the most useful approach in ACC systems which has been used in many researches. However, in this approach there is only one parameter to tune, time headway. On the other hand, there is no limit for braking force and comfort of passengers has not been taken into account. In many studies, researchers assumed that the time headway is constant. In order to deal with this problem in [19], an approach has been suggested, called model reference. They have also investigated the relation of host velocity of vehicle and relative distance with time headway approach.

They have shown that if the velocity of vehicles are low, the results of both approaches (time headway and model reference) are approximately equal and if the velocity of vehicles are high, the results between linear and nonlinear (model reference) are different. Also, they have reported three zones in model reference approach to control vehicle. These are: 1) safe zone 2) critical zone 3) stop zone. These zones are shown in figure 1.

For extracting the unknown parameters of the model, these zones have been considered as boundary conditions in the nonlinear relative acceleration of the model. Every zones of this model is defined for the host vehicle to maintain a specific speed. In the safe zone, the host vehicle is allowed to maintain each speed that is chosen by the driver, like the old cruise control system. But when the host vehicle reaches the critical zone (\(d_0\) in the critical zone), to prevent the collision between vehicles, the host vehicle speed should be decreased based on the relative distance and approaches in the reference signal.

In the stop zone, the real speed of vehicle should be zero and a small gap between vehicles should be considered when the leader vehicle has stopped. Another difference between reference model and time headway model is the maximum braking force, which has been considered in the reference model.

So in the reference model, an unknown parameter exist that should be solved in this condition. This can cause the relative distance that is designed on the maximum braking force. The value for the maximum physical braking force of the host vehicle can be obtained from the physical conditions of each vehicle. However, the boundary conditions of the reference signal can be considered as:

In the boundary section of the safe and critical zone, the host vehicle speed is considered as the driver preset velocity, \(V_{set}\).

In the boundary section of the critical and stop zone, the host vehicle velocity is considered zero.

In the reference signal, the maximum braking force cannot exceed from specific value.
The relative acceleration relationship of the host and leader vehicle of the reference model is shown in the Eq. (2). \(d_r\) and \(x_p\) are the relative distance between vehicles and the situation of the leader vehicle respectively, \(d_0\) is the minimum safe distance of the model and depends to the cruise speed of the driver and maximum braking force, like \(c\) which acts as damping force to decrease the speed of the host vehicle. These two parameters can be solved from the boundary conditions of zones and the maximum physical braking force. The nonlinear function in the acceleration equation has been considered as second order polynomial sentences too.

\[
\frac{d^2(d_0-d_r)}{dt^2} = C(d_0-d_r)^2 \frac{\partial(d_0-d_r)}{dt} - \frac{d^2x_p}{dt^2} \tag{2}
\]

In [19] authors solved the differential equation of the acceleration relationship analytically and achieved the unknown parameters. The final relationship between host vehicle and the relative distance with known parameters is shown in Eq. (3).

\[
V_{ref} = V_{set} - \frac{c}{2} (d_0 - d_r)^2 \tag{3}
\]

Where

\[
c = \frac{27B_{max}^2}{4V_{set}^3}, \quad d_0 = \frac{16V_{set}^2}{24B_{max}}
\]

Note that \(B_{max}\) is constant and \(V_{ref}\) is reference velocity.

Instead of considering more details in the reference model, this model has the advantage of achievement with dynamical equation not like the stationary one, the time headway model. But some disadvantages in this model exist, like not considering the road conditions and traffic loads which can be considered as an external condition in providing a more suitable reference signal. After choosing a suitable reference signal, applying this signal to the engine and braking of the host vehicle cannot be done instantly, especially because of nonlinearity in those parts of vehicle. Consequently, an advanced controller should be designed to solve this problem. Already, researchers did not consider initial condition effect on cruise control system. So, Mohtavipour and his co-workers modified signal references by considering initial condition to achieve better performance of cruise control system when the system is not in stable state [20]. They used initial condition to produce signal reference. Their signal reference is reported as equation (4):

\[
V_{ref} = V_{set} - \frac{1}{2} c(d_0 - d_r)^2 + b(v_f - v_h) \exp(-at) \tag{4}
\]

In equation (4), \(v_f\) and \(v_h\) are front vehicle velocity and host vehicle velocity. \(b\) is a constant that is obtained from \(V_{set}\). Also, \(a\) is constant that with the basis e form forgetting factor. According to [20], in this research a, b are 0.005 and 0.05.

Methods

In this part, authors showed the methods which are used in the following of article [21].

Estimation

According to the approaches that is used in this article, due to the varying system, in each point, model and controller parameters should be estimated. So at first, estimation algorithm is explained. Suppose that the system is describable with equation (5).

\[
Ay(t) = Bu(t) + v(t) \tag{5}
\]

Where \(A\) and \(B\) are functions of leading operator \((q)\), that the system performance depends on them. \(u(t)\) and \(y(t)\) are input and output of the system. Assume \(v = 0\):

\[
Ay(t) = Bu(t)
\]

The degree of \(A\) is \(n\) and \(m\) is the degree of \(B\). \(m\) is (degree of \((A)\)-d0) so that d0 is called excess of poles. If we use delay operator \((q-1)\) in equation \((Ay(t) = Bu(t))\), we will have:

\[
y(t) = \phi^T(t-1)\theta
\]

Where

\[
\phi^T(t) = [a_1, \ a_2, \ ... \ a_n, \ b_0, \ b_1, \ b_2, \ ..., \ b_m]
\]

\[
\phi^T(t-1) = [-y(t-1), \ -y(t-2), \ ... \ -y(t-n), \ u(t-d_0-1), \ ... \ u(t-d_0-m)]^T
\]

The least-square estimator with exponential forgetting factor \((\lambda)\) is given by

\[
\hat{\theta}(t) = \hat{\theta}(t-1) + K(t)e(t)
\]

\[
e(t) = y(t) - \phi^T(t-1)\hat{\theta}(t-1)
\]

\[
K(t) = P(t-1)\phi^T(t-1) + \phi^T(t-1)K(t-1)P(t-1)
\]

\[
P(t) = (I - K(t)\phi^T(t-1))P(t-1)/\lambda
\]

To converge the estimations to the true values, we should choose compatible estimation...
model and input must be sufficiently rich. We should notice that \((\text{max} (n, m + d_0))\) sampling time must take before the regression \((\phi)\) vector is defined. For deterministic case \(n + m + 1\), sampling time must take larger amount \((\text{max} (n, m + d_0))\).

1. INDIRECT SELF-TUNING REGULATORS

By combination ‘recursive least square’ (RLS) and ‘minimum degree pole placement’ (MDPP) approaches, indirect self-tuning algorithm will be obtained. If the desired closed-loop model is \(\frac{A_m}{B_m}\), following steps should be done:

- According to the estimation algorithm, polynomials \(A\) and \(B\) should be estimated.
- Suppose the control law is \(Ru(t) = Tu_c - S y\). Based on the normal input \(u_c\) and by using (MDPP), amounts of \(R\), \(T\) and \(S\) will be calculated.
- By using \(A_m y_m(t) = B_m u_c(t)\), control variables will be calculated.

Note that above steps should be repeated in each step of sampling.

2. DIRECT SELF-TUNING REGULATORS

In this part, authors described the equations that help to reduce calculation in controller design. Final results will be used to estimate the controller parameters instead of model parameters. So consider process model that was described by Eq. (5) without any disturbance \((v = 0)\):

\[Ay(t) = Bu(t)\] (7)

If the desired response is given by

\[A_m y_m(t) = B_m u_c(t)\] (8)

To reparameterize process model parameters in the term of controller, Diophantine equation is considered as an operator identity and let operate on \(y(t)\).

\[A\theta A_m = AR + B^- S\]

This gives

\[A\theta A_m y(t) = AR' y(t) + B^- S y(t)\]

It follows from \((R = R' B^-)\) that

\[R' B = R' B^+ B^- = R B^-\]

Hence,

\[A\theta A_m y(t) = B^- (Ru(t) + S y(t))\] (9)

So, if we consider this equation as process model, \(B', R\), and \(S\) will be estimated. Hence, the control law will be obtained directly without any calculation to estimate original model.

Note that this equation is nonlinear, because \((B')\) and latest parentheses are polynomials and it cause nonlinearity, but if the system be minimum phase, \((B^- = b_0)\) by assuming \(b_0\) is constant it can change nonlinear equation to linear equation.

3. The MIT RULE

Suppose that the desired model is available and \(y_m\) is desired output, \(y\) is the model output and error is \(e = y - y_m\). If a controller with regulator parameter \(\theta\) exists, we can reduce error by changing \(\theta\) amounts. Different functions may be suggested to reduce error, for example:

\[J(\theta) = \frac{1}{2} e^2\] (10)

In order to reduce (10), we should change \(\theta\) amounts in the opposite direction of error function increcent. So,

\[\frac{d\theta}{dv} = -\lambda \frac{d\phi}{d\theta} = -\lambda e \frac{\phi}{d\theta}\] (11)

In which \(\frac{\phi}{d\theta}\) is called sensitivity derivative and it shows how variation of \(\theta\) affects error function.

Note that in simulation, \(\lambda = 0.5\).

4. Vehicle Model

The following transfer function is represented to explain longitudinal dynamic of vehicle that is under the effect of two inputs, braking or gas and land slope, which delays of input gas and braking is equal \((\tau_{gs} = \tau_{bs})\).

\(J_{eq}\) is rotational equivalent inertia and \(C_f\) is torque coefficient due to sliding friction. \(u_t\) Represents gas input and \(u_b\) represents braking input.

\[\omega_f = \frac{((\tau_{gs} + 1)M g R_f)}{(J_{eq} + J_{eq} + (C_f + C_p))}\sin(\theta)\]

\[\left(\frac{528.7 \text{rpm}}{\pi}\right)\]

\[\frac{(J_{eq} + J_{eq} + (C_f + C_p))}{(15000 \text{rpm}^2)} u_t\]

\[\frac{(J_{eq} + J_{eq} + (C_f + C_p))}{(15000 \text{rpm}^2)} u_b\]

(12)

By looking at the transfer function, it is seen that there are three inputs and one output. One of the inputs is theta. Because we cannot change this input, we can assume that it acts as disturbance. After calculating the transfer function with nominal value which are reported in Table1, we have:
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5.1.2. Direct controller: For designing controller with direct method, like indirect one, desired model is needed. In this section, desired transfer function is used in Eq. (16).

Fig 1. Safe, critical and stop zones in reference model.

Table 1 Parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>1626(kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>4.5(kg/m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>0.3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C_f$</td>
<td>(0.1Nm/rads⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{es}$</td>
<td>0.2s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{bs}$</td>
<td>0.2s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig 2. Two first figures show estimation of system parameter and third figure shows angular velocity as output and the fourth shows percent of gas pedal as input. (Indirect Method).
Fig 3. These figures show estimation of controller parameters (Indirect Method).

Fig 4. First figure shows angular velocity as output and next one shows percent of gas pedal as input (Indirect Method).

Fig 5. First figure shows angular velocity as output and next one shows percent of gas pedal as input (MIT Method).

Fig 6. Simulation model that is designed to track signal reference.
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Fig 7. These figures show angular velocity as output, gas and breaking pedal as inputs respectively. Index "b" indicate braking and index "t" indicate throttle (Indirect Method).

Fig 8. Estimation of parameters of system with two inputs. Index "b" indicates braking and index "t" indicates throttle. (Indirect Method).

5.1.3. MIT method: In this method, Continuous reference model is used, which has transfer function equation like

\[ G_{desire}(s) = \frac{450.8s+250000}{s^2+700s+250000} \] (17)

Designing parallel controllers for two inputs

Three constraints should be observed to have a good controller in practice: In practice, braking and gas pedals’ order cannot have a negative value. Originally, gas pedal increases speed and
braking decreases it. Therefore, they should be used and estimated in a parallel way.

Since there is saturation value for each input, it should be considered that the value of each input should not be more than one.

For different speeds in real models, vehicle may vary gear.

So, changing gear and as a result of this, changing transfer function should be considered.

Next, regarding to the discussion mentioned above, and with using indirect method, designing controller for braking and gas pedal will be discussed. Then, considering the aforementioned cases and using indirect method, the controllers of gas and braking pedals have been designed.

1.1 Tracking reference signal

In adaptive cruise control systems, controller try to control the speed of vehicle and a reference signal should be tracked by the system to satisfy safety distance condition. Therefore, the designed controller should track the reference signal, properly. The reference signal used in this paper, is given by Eq. (3)

\[ V_{\text{ref}} = V_{\text{set}} - \frac{c}{2} (d_0 - d_r)^2 \]

Where \( V_{\text{set}} \), \( d_0 \) and \( d_r \) are cruise speed, safety distance and the distance between two vehicles, respectively.

To investigate the performance of designed controller, it is assumed that the cruise controller system initiate at following conditions:

\[ V_{\text{set}} = 30 \ \text{m/s} \quad V_{h0} = 25 \ \text{m/s} \]

\[ V_f = 20 \ \text{m/s} \quad d_{r0} = 9 \ \text{m} \]

To control systems with indirect method, an initial guess of transfer function coefficient is required. Then, those guesses will converge into original value. If those guesses are far from original value, there is possibility that those coefficients do not converge into the original value and cause failure in controlling process, so in this article, this fact is shown. The original values of system are as below:

\[ a_1 = -5 \quad a_2 = 0 \]
\[ b_{10} = 1 \quad b_{11} = 0 \]
\[ b_{b0} = -2 \quad b_{b1} = 1 \]

According to the figure (10), system behavior tracks reference signals, which are representative of appropriate performance of adaptive controllers. Initial guesses of (bb1) is changed to \( bb1 = -1 \) and the responses of system are shown in figures (9).

As it is shown, the performance of system is not acceptable and it causes collision. The reason of an ineligible response is illogical initial guess. Thus, the system cannot estimate the valid value of parameter. As it is shown in figures (10 - 9), the initial guess can cause an acceptable or unacceptable response. Initial guesses, therefore, should be chosen near the valid values or at least the initial guesses must have the same sign as original values.

Validation

In this part, authors have tried to compare the performance of the controller that has been designed in this article with the controller which was used in [20]. To achieve this goal, authors have used the initial condition and signal reference that was suggested in [20]. These initial conditions are reported as equation (19) and their signal reference is also reported as equation (4).

\[ V_f = 25 \ \text{m/s} \quad V_h = 5 \ \text{m/s} \quad d = 80 \]

As it is shown in figure (11), the suggested controller could track the signal reference better than previous controller, and the performance of the system has been improved. It is important to note that because of dependency of reference signal to the vehicle’s velocity, by improvement of controller the signal reference has been refined.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( M )</td>
<td>1626(kg)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( J )</td>
<td>4.5(kg/m²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R )</td>
<td>0.3m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( C_f )</td>
<td>(0.1Nm/rads⁻¹)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig 9. This subfigure shows: Velocity as output, gas and breaking pedal as inputs for tracking reference signal and distance between two vehicles.

Fig 10. This subfigure shows: Velocity as output, gas and breaking pedal as inputs for tracking reference signal and distance between two vehicles.

Fig 11. Comparison between recent result of controller and Mohtavipour result [20].
Conclusion

The goal of ACC systems is to track the reference signal. According to the figure (10), the system has tracked the reference signal in a short time, and then with tracking the reference signal, the system prevents a crash with front vehicle. Also, it satisfies all constraints greatly, such as prevention of input signals saturation, existence of positive gas input, and the braking. In figure (2), existence of noise in indirect estimation method leads estimations to have a better convergence. Also, the results by three method show that tracking the reference signal in indirect estimation method has a better performance. Therefore, this method is used in the two-input single-output system. As shown in figure (2), figure (3) and figure (4), the direct method is highly sensitive to noise and noise will worsen convergence in the estimation of controller parameters, but indirect method is more robust against noise that makes better estimation in this method. According to the description that is given in the results section, choosing illogical initial guesses cause decreasing space between vehicles, and then collision occurs, so designers must be careful in choosing them.
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